
An unusual capsicum with an upright habit and  
semi-glossy, dark purplish-black leaves.  

Abundant crops of shiny, black small fruit ripen  
to a spicy red in summer. Ideal for adding contrast 

and appeal to mixed containers, vegetable beds and 
ornamental borders. Plant in a hot, sunny site and 

irrigate during very dry periods.

Full sun and requires moderate water
height to 35cm
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A must for the patio, this Jalapeno without the heat, 
looks good and tastes even better.  

Harvest bright red to black, cone shaped,  
5cm peppers in 90 days. 

Abundant fruit.
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Snack Pepper is a mild, child- friendly pepper plant, 
it is not only decorative, but it also produces numerous 

crisp sweet fruits throughout the summer.   
The more fruits you harvest, the more  

the plant actually produces.  
Can be planted outdoors and indoors.
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The first true hanging basket pepper!  Spicy hot peppers add colour and 
and character as they turn from cream to orange and maturing to red.  
The small leaves don’t hide the fruit which pop from under the foliage.  

The basal branches of ‘Basket of Fire’ cascade as  
they develop while new growth continues to fill  

the top for a well rounded appearance.  
‘Basket of Fire’ matures in 90 days.
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Karnevale is a vigorous variety, with medium size fruit at 4.5cm x 2cm. 
The size of the fruit and the keeping quality makes this a very popular 

ornamental chilli.  Before fruit matues they turn green  
with a slightly black colouring.

Available colours: Yellow, Orange & Red.

Grows in full sun and requires moderate water
 height to 30cm with a spread up to 45cm
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Chilli
          Sangria

Here’s a great ornamental capsicum for public planting both indoors and out producing 
‘child-safe’. non pungent fruit. An indeterminate variety, the plants always have 

capsicum of both purple and red for continuous, eye-catching displays.  
They are well-branched and somewhat spreading, the uniform, full-bodied plants 

making them ideal for filling in landscapes and containers.

Requires full sun, height 25-30cm, spread 40-45cm.
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Capsicum
 Medusa

A dwarf child-safe variety bearing non-pungent fruit, easy to grow 
Medusa is naturally compact and well branched, producing colourful 
fruit held prominently upright over dark green foliage. Fruit starts out 

ivory, turns to yellow, then orange and finally bright red.

Requires full sun.   
Height 25-30cm   Spread 40-45cm
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